BREWING A BETTER PLANET
2018 Annual Sustainability Report
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LETTER FROM

Julia Person
Corporate Sustainability Manager
Craft Brew Alliance
Dear readers and fellow lovers of the planet,
As one of the largest craft brewers in the country, Craft Brew Alliance is in a position to help lead and protect the future of
our industry. Great beer and cider depends on clean watersheds, stable ecosystems, and happy, healthy employees. That’s
why we’re committed to tracking and managing our impact, curbing our emissions, and enhancing our local communities.
Together, with our suppliers, partners and employees, we believe we can do more than brew and supply great beer … we want
to leave a legacy of environmental and community stewardship!
The fact that you’re reading our latest annual sustainability report means that things like responsible business practices,
climate change, and community involvement are important to you too. We’re excited to share our 2018 highlights, which
include some pretty cool environmental programs we’ve kicked off with our partners, as well as some exciting things in the
works for 2019!
For this year’s report, we are incorporating some of the metrics from the new Sustainability Accounting Standards Board
(SASB) standards, which were developed as guidelines for publicly held companies to disclose material sustainability factors
that impact business performance. Sharing the SASB metrics that we currently track is important because it increases
transparency, establishes common performance benchmarks, and sets the stage for improvements.
In 2019 and beyond, we’re committed to advancing our SASB metrics, as we continue our focus on becoming zero waste
certified and remaining below industry benchmarks on water usage intensity. Additionally, we’ll continue to work on reducing
chemical usage across all of our breweries, optimize CO2 recovery in our largest owned brewery in Portland, and push the
boundaries on sustainable brewery design. We will also continue to roll up our sleeves and dig in (literally) to make a positive
impact in the communities where we live, work and play.
Cheers!

ALL IN THE (BIGGER) FAMILY!
In 2018, we welcomed our three craft partners officially into the CBA family.
With Appalachian Mountain Brewery, Cisco Brewers, and Wynwood Brewing
Co. on deck, we now have more hands and more voices to support our cause.
Plus, we’re constantly learning new tips and ideas from each other!
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#

EMISSIONS HIGHLIGHTS

1
2

CO2 EMISSIONS INTENSITY
We’ve been tracking our Scope
1 and 2 CO₂ emissions (direct
on-site emissions and indirect
emissions from purchased
energy), with a focus on reducing
levels by 10% at our owned
breweries in Portland, Portsmouth,
and Hawaii compared to 2016. While
our emissions per barrel increased
slightly last year, mostly due to brewing
less beer in our owned breweries, we emitted
273,749 lbs less overall. That’s equivalent to
keeping 26 cars off the road!

72.2

BA Benchmark
(100,000+ BBLs)

In 2018, we remained well below the industry
benchmark for emissions intensity according
to the Brewers Association, and continued
supporting clean energy policy at the state
level.

lbs Co2e/BBL

25.1

2019 Goal

lbs Co2e/BBL

28.3

2018
2017

With the help of Oregon DEQ and the Oregon Applied Sustainability
Experience, we looked beyond packaging and started measuring the
Scope 3 carbon emissions associated with every stage of our beers’
lifecycle, including ingredients, brewery operations, distribution, and
recycling. We learned that manufacturing and transporting our
packaging materials account for 35% to 44% of total lifecycle
emissions for cans and bottles. It’s much less for
kegs, 7% to 16% of total emissions.

Director of Environmental Affairs & Community Relations,

lbs Co2e/BBL

24.6

lbs Co2e/BBL

2016
Baseline Year

27.9

lbs Co2e/BBL

Industry Benchmark
CBA Emissions

FOR THE LOVE OF OFFSETS
In 2018, we committed to offsetting unavoidable greenhouse gas
emissions by supporting multiple verified carbon offset projects.
Through partnering with the Bonneville Environmental
Foundation, we helped offset 600 metric tonnes of
greenhouse gases – 10% of our total emissions –
while supporting these exciting projects:
Marine Carbon offsets outfit barges with
innovative technology that prevents
marine organisms like barnacles
from attaching to the hull. These
modifications improve shipping
efficiencies, reduce fuel consumption,
and decrease air pollution.
Pacific Northwest Forestry offsets
work with Port Blakely’s Forest
Carbon Project, which helps maintain
the existing forest cover and biomass
in Washington State by sequestering
additional CO₂ through improved forestry
practices.
The North Carolina landfill gas offset project
generates renewable energy by capturing landfill gas.
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FROM GRAIN TO GLASS:
THE CARBON LIFECYCLE

Forests are one of the best solutions we
have to combat climate change. We’re
excited to have a partner like Craft
Brew Alliance who is investing in Pacific
Northwest forests as part of the climate
solution for our region."
Teresa Loo
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PACKAGING & CARBON
FOOTPRINTING
We sharpened our focus on packaging lifecycle management in 2018 as we
gathered data from our major suppliers on the cans, glass, cardboard, and
kegs that flow through our supply chain. This data enabled us to track the
energy and water needed to manufacture our packaging materials before
they reach our brewery, as well as the amount of non-recycled material
used. Excluding reusable kegs, which hold 24% of the beer that leaves our
breweries, 64% of our packaging is made with recycled materials, which
decreases the amount of virgin materials extracted and the associated
environmental impact.

64% OF OUR PACKAGING IS MADE
WITH RECYCLED MATERIALS
% Total Packaging Weight
% Recycled Content

85.6%
67.7%

100%

70%

64.4%
44.5%
28.9%

20.8%

11.4%
0.6%

GLASS

CANS

0.1%

CARDBOARD PLASTIC

1.4%

OTHER

TOTAL

Of the 24,303 metric tons (30,073 in 2017) of packaging purchased in 2018,
100% was recyclable at its end of life. Lately, we are increasing our use of
can packaging, which is more lightweight than glass. Last year, we put 10%
of our non-draft product in cans, and the other 90% in glass bottles. For our
draft product, kegs are made from about 75% recycled stainless steel and
are 100% reusable.

UNDERSTANDING
OUR INGREDIENTS’
EMISSIONS OUTPUT
We partnered with our hop and malt suppliers to measure
the water and energy used to grow and process our ingredients.
Comet, a new hop variety from Crosby Hop Farm, was the perfect
test case to collect real-time data on farm inputs, including fertilizer,
irrigation water, tractor fuel, and picking equipment. We found that
hops contribute on average 17% of the total carbon footprint of a bottle,
can or keg of beer produced at our Widmer Brothers Brewery. Luckily
Crosby Hop Farm is committed to sustainable agriculture, practicing drip
irrigation, using 100% renewable energy, and is Salmon-Safe certified.
Partnering with our farmers also allows us to support SalmonSafe, a certification that ensures hop and malt growers are
managing their land in a way that sustains healthy watersheds.
Our innovation brewing team aims to brew 5% of all beers with
Salmon-Safe certified ingredients, and in 2019, 10% of all hops
at our breweries will be
Salmon-Safe.

#

ENERGY HIGHLIGHTS

1
2

MANAGING OUR ENERGY USAGE
In 2018, our all-in electricity and gas usage, including breweries, pubs and
offices, decreased by 2,759 Gigajoules compared to 2017, with 16% of our
energy coming from Renewable Energy Credits (RECs), on-site solar and
biopower.

GIGAJOULES OF ENERGY

PURCHASED GRID ELECTRICY

RECs

ON-SITE RENEWABLES

GAS

SAVING ENERGY ACROSS
OUR BREWERY LOCATIONS
We continued working closely with partners like the Energy Trust of
Oregon and Eversource Energy in New Hampshire to optimize efficiencies
across our locations.
We use the Lucid BuildingOS platform to track our energy and water
performance and optimize production efficiency across CBA’s main
locations in real time. Our efforts in 2018 earned
us Lucid’s Innovator Award.

PORTLAND, OREGON
We saved 167,000 kWh by implementing some energyefficient equipment upgrades and taking a continuous
improvement approach to uncover new ways to reduce
energy usage. Combined, our energy savings are enough to
charge over 15 million smartphones for one year!

PORTSMOUTH, NEW HAMPSHIRE
We improved our HVAC systems and added new controls
to manage our heating and cooling usage. We also set
a goal to generate 90% of available kWhs on our
biopower system and continue to buy 100% green
power through Renewable Energy Credits.

KONA, HAWAII
We stayed focused on designing one of the
most sustainable breweries in the world. We
hosted the Hawaii Green Building Council,
named our Power Purchase Agreement
investors for our upcoming solar install, and
earned an $78,000 Innovate Hawaii grant for
our energy efficiency commitments.
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SAFETY FIRST!
OUR ENVIRONMENTAL
HEALTH & SAFETY TEAM
LAUNCHED OUR JOURNEY TO
ZERO INJURY-FREE PROGRAM
COMPANY-WIDE LAST YEAR.
OVER THE PAST FOUR YEARS,
EH&S HAS REDUCED OUR
RECORDABLE INCIDENT RATE
BY 68%!

#

WATER HIGHLIGHTS
WATER
SAVINGS
ARE IN
THE
CAN!

COMMITTED TO WORLD
CLASS WATER USAGE
Access to clean, fresh water is crucial to the future of the
brewing industry. At CBA, we not only achieve world class
water usage ratios at our breweries, we also advocate
for protection of this resource and support non-profits
that are working to preserve our natural, clean water
sources.
Because our water for brewing is
sourced from municipal sources,
and we know that water will
become costlier as its quality
and scarcity is impacted
by climate change, we set
aggressive water usage per
barrel – also called water
intensity – goals at each of our
breweries.
While our water usage intensity
increased slightly last year, we remained
below the industry benchmark. Our overall
water usage, including water used for our
pubs and offices, was 74,555,339 gallons in
2018, which is 5.8 million gallons less than the
previous year. Our Portsmouth brewery, which is
located in a high-stress water region, accounts for
28% of our total water usage, but we are already hard
at work identifying reduction opportunities.

2018 WATER USAGE INTENSITY
CBA 2018

4.53 gal
BA
BENCHMARK

4.89 gal

OUR GOAL
CBA 2019
GOAL

4.25 gal
(Gallons of water to produce 1 gallon/2 pitchers of beer)
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1
2

Our new Portland
can line uses
water-free internal
can rinses and
dry-running conveyors
to keep water usage
low. Plus, we had already
eliminated water for bottle
pre-filler rinsing by switching
to ionized air, which also
improved the quality of our beers.
After realizing our post-fill rinse process
was a water hog, we upgraded our rinse nozzles
to cut water usage in half. Additionally, we installed a waterless
vacuum pump for our bottle filler, a first in the craft beer industry!
The new pump saves 5,000 gallons of water each day.

Last year, we kicked off a multi-year project to reduce our
wastewater discharge. By investing in upgrades, working with our
regulators, auditing usage and challenging behaviors through a
continuous improvement mindset, we reduced our wastewater
solids by more than 75%, eliminating this pollutant from our
(1 Gallon = 2 pitchers) discharge and saving over $250,000 in annual fees. Additionally,
the EPA recognized our work with the 2018 Most Valuable Pollution
Prevention Award.

WE'RE
PROUD
TO BE A
FOUNDING
PARTNER
We are a founding
partner of the Oregon
Brewshed® Alliance,
which has been raising
awareness and funds to
support Oregon’s waters and
forests since 2015, where we are
fortunate to brew in one of the country’s most
resilient watersheds.

®

At our new Kona brewery, we will use less than 3
gallons of water per gallon of beer through our
innovative water resource recovery center, reducing
our dependence on Hawaii’s precious water sources
by an estimated 50%. Water is a scarce resource
that is closely allocated on the Big Island, and it’s
important that we step up and ensure our new
brewery uses as little as possible.

#

RECYCLING HIGHLIGHTS

1
2

OUR JOURNEY TO ZERO WASTE

2019 GOAL:

The recycling picture is changing in the US as the markets where recyclables are exported to, such as China,
are becoming stricter. In 2018, our diversion rate dipped to 98.2% as we faced challenges finding reliable
outlets for glass and compost on the east coast and for certain plastics in Hawaii. We’re addressing the
challenges by looking upstream to minimize the use of materials in the first place and reduce our
production losses, which saves on glass, aluminum, and cardboard.

TRUE Zero Waste Certification
This year we’re focused on going beyond waste
diversion and taking a holistic view of our entire
resource life cycle with the goal of creating
zero waste. Looking more broadly at all areas
of our business where materials are key
to the process will require a lot of work,
but we’re excited to start building a
roadmap for even more sustainable
improvements in the future.

WASTE DIVERSION
98.2% of our waste was kept out of the landfill

Spent Grain - 94.49%
Recycling - 4.1%
Compost - .6%
Reuse - .02%

In 2018, we
completed 3
exciting projects
focused on
avoiding waste
generation:

Upcycling

1
Refillable
Bottles
Our Portland brewery was
the first to pilot Oregon’s
new refillable bottle, which
generated serious buzz in
local and trade press.
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We convened a group of stakeholders from breweries,
hop farms, and other industries to find a solution for
hop bags, one of the most-used brewery materials that
we currently cannot recycle. Together, we explored
alternative packaging and upcycling ideas– like
creating solar shades with previously used hop
and malt bags!

#DitchtheStraw

3

We partnered with Surfrider’s
Portland Chapter to support a
city-wide ordinance requiring
single-use plastics, such as straws,
to be offered by request only at
all establishments. We provided
testimony in front of City Council and
shared examples of our success at
#DitchtheStraw to help the effort pass,
which goes into effect in 2019!

#

COMMUNITY HIGHLIGHTS

1
2

BREW-GOODERS FOR THE COMMUNITY
We love giving back to our communities where we live, work, and play - whether it’s through in-kind
donations, sponsorships, employee volunteer hours, or lending our voice as an advocate for change.
In 2018, we supported 500+ non-profit organizations across the country, and our pubs hosted over 25
charity events, helping us collectively give more than $200,000 back to our communities.
Our Widmer Brothers’ Pints for Portland program raised over
$13,000 for local non-profits, such as the Oregon Food
Bank and Oregon Dog Rescue.

Kona Brewing Co. hosted the Sustainable Coastline’s marine
debris fashion show at our Koko Marina Pub and raised over
$20,000 in a single night to help keep our oceans healthy.

In 2018, we advocated for clean energy policies
in Washington and Oregon with the Business
Alliance for Climate and continued
to rally behind limiting
problematic waste
such as polystyrene
in Hawaii.

To promote safe-drinking habits, Widmer Brothers teamed
up with Lyft rideshare service to release Closing Time IPA.
Every can included a code for up to 50% off a Lyft ride, and a
portion of sales from the launch party went to non-profits
working to end drunk driving.

Kona Brewing
Co. teamed up
with Meals on
Wheels across
the country and
raised over $20,000,
while teammates packed
meals, signed up donors, and
delivered to homes.
We rocked the 5th annual Service, Sports, Suds event,
partnering with local Portland businesses to remove
30 pounds of micro trash,
recycle 300 cigarette
butts, rebuild a
wheelchair
ramp, and
remove
three
cubic
yards of
invasive
blackberry
which was then fed to
elephants at the Oregon Zoo!
CBA joined Sierra Nevada and 1,000
other breweries to brew Resilience
IPA and raise money for victims of
2018’s Camp Fire in California. All of our
breweries participated, and we helped raise
over $16,000 toward the cause!
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Redhook Brewlab launched the first IPA Daze
festival, brewing 30+ IPAs with
local breweries to support
the Surfrider's
Seattle Chapter.
Our Bike
More
Challenge
team hit
rubber to the
road again in
2018 and logged
over 3,000 miles of
pedaling in a single
month!

CBA SUSTAINABILITY AND
COMMUNITY AWARDS
Healthiest Employer in Oregon List
(2013 - 2018)
Top 100 Healthiest Workplaces in America
(2015 - 2018)
Brewbound Large Brewery of the Year
(2018)
Most Valuable Pollution Prevention Award
EPA P2 Roundtable
(2018)
Lucid Innovator Award
(2018)
Oregon Brewshed® Brewfest Best
Hopworks collaboration
(2017)
MBAA Brewery Award of Excellence in
Community
Kona Makana Series
(2016)
Surfrider Ocean Friendly Pubs
Platinum, Hawaii
(2016 - current)
EPA Green Power Partner
Leadership Club
(2014 - current)

REWARDING GREAT WORK!

200+ Hrs

CBA employees donated
to great causes

Safer Chemistry Champion
Washington
(2014)
Green Restaurant Association Certified Pubs
(2013 - current)
Sustainability at Work Gold
Widmer Brothers
(201 1 - current)

PARTNERSHIPS
WE COULDN'T DO IT ALONE
Our partners are all-in with us when it comes to brewing a better planet.
Here are just some of the great organizations we teamed up with last year.

®
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#

1
2

#

SUSTAINABILITY BY THE #'s

600
3,000
miles pedaled for the
Portland Bike More
Challenge

postcards written by CBA
employees to seniors for Kona's
Share the Aloha campaign with
Meals on Wheels

1
2

1st

2

#

on the list of Healthiest
Employers of Oregon

year using SASB
standards

$200,000+

$20,000

given to awesome non-profits in
local communities across the US

$78,711

the Innovate Hawaii
grant we earned thanks
to our energy efficiency
commitment for Kona’s
new brewery

9,921

tree seedlings our
Pacific Northwest
carbon offsets will
help grow

25

14,479

times Widmer Brothers
Le Petit Brasseur Saison
bottle can be washed and
reused

tons of spent
grain sent to local
dairy farms
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$20,000+

15 MILLION
smartphones we could
charge with the kWhs
saved at our Portland
brewery in 2018

donated to support disaster relief in
Hawaii following the Kauai flood and
Kilauea volcano eruption

baby goats that attended Redhook
Brewlab's first IPA Daze benefiting
Surfrider

raised for the Sustainable
Coastlines Marine Debris
Fashion Show in Hawaii

5,000
GALLONS

360,000
64%
total recycled content
of all of our packaging
combined

cans our new can line ran in the first
week, without using any water for
rinsing or conveying!

of water saved daily with
our industry-first waterless
vacuum pump

1st of 60
partners with Oregon
Brewshed® Alliance

= 100 gallons
®

#

APPENDIX

1
2

As part of our commitment to align with SASB (Sustainability Accounting Standards Board), we are sharing a full picture of our sustainability metrics that we
currently track. These metrics include beer (for CBA and partners) produced at our owned facilities only. The comparison to 2017 excludes our Woodinville, WA
brewery, which closed in 2017, and AMB and Wynwood breweries, which we acquired in the fourth quarter of 2018.
2018
ACTIVITY METRICS

Breweries only

2017
Breweries, Pubs, &
Offices

Breweries only

Product Sold - Barrels (BBLs)

486,169

579,377

Product Sold - Hectoliters (hl)

570,373

679,726

3

3

Number of Production Facilities

Breweries, Pubs, &
Offices

ENERGY MANAGEMENT
Total Energy Consumed - Gigajoules (GJ)

112,322

125,803

114,280

128,562

% Grid Electricity of Total Energy

32.0%

30.3%

% Renewable Electricity of Total Energy

15.7%

14.8%

Kilowatt hours per BBL Packaged (kWh/BBL)

19.87

16.56

Therms per BBL Packaged (therms/BBL)

1.55

1.36

WATER MANAGEMENT
Total Water Withdrawn - m³

253,840

282,223

274,794

304,015

Total Water Consumed - m³

253,840

282,223

274,794

304,015

% Water Withdrawn in High Baseline Water Stress region*
Water Usage Ratio (BBLs of water per BBL produced)

27.6%

25.8%

4.53

4.18

Total Wastewater Discharged - m³

183,249

197,752

Total Weight Packaging Purchased - metric tons (t)

24,303

30,073

% Packaging made from recycled materials - excluding kegs

64.4%

61.8%

% Packaging made from recycled materials - kegs

75.0%

75.0%

% Packaging that is recyclable or reusable

100%

100%

PACKAGING LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT

*Per World Resources Institute (WRI) Water Risk Atlas tool, Aqueduct. Information regarding Hawaii is not available.
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